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From our Associate Priest…… 

As we now approach Autumn with its ripening 
fruit, still-colourful gardens remind us of this 
latest summer. Summer is usually a time of  
freedom – warmer weather and lighter nights 
allowing us to be outdoors more; breaks from 
school and work enabling most of us to take 
time for rest and holiday.  And this year, the 
added freedom of the lifting of Covid restrictions 
- a lightening of the burden of this pandemic, 
yet with wise caution to keep us all safe as the 
world works together to bring it under control 
for the health of everyone.  

As the Covid pandemic has 
caused us to be more 
aware of our global 
health, so the Olympics 
have been another         
reminder of the world as a ‘global village’. The 
joys and disappointments of the athletes, the 
mutual respect for other sportsmen and women 
in healthy competition. I heard on the radio 
about the original meaning of the word 
‘compete’ – ‘to strive or contend for something, 
from the Latin competere: com – together;    
petere – aim at, seek’. So the Olympics is about 
sportsmen and women from all over the world 
striving together to be the best they can be in 
their sport. It is a joint effort to bring out the 
best in each one of them, whether or not they 

win a medal. Hopefully 
will also be an image 
of our global working 
together at COP26, the 
United Nations Climate 
Change Conference to 
be held in Glasgow in             

November: to beat the climate crisis, to bring 
out the best in each participating country to 
care for our environment for the good of each 
nation. 

As part of our charitable giving this year, we 
seek as always to help others locally and        
internationally. As usual, for our Harvest         
Appeal, we will be supporting the Cathedral 
Breakfast and Archer project. This year, it seems 
fitting to support Médecins Sans Frontières as 
our international project, with its emphasis on 
global health, including caring for those badly 
affected by Covid. More information on p.15 

In parish life, there are joys and sorrows and this 
past few months have brought a number of 
weddings, baptisms and funerals. At each        
funeral, and again at our annual All Souls       
service in November, we remember with thanks 
to God the lives of those who have died. It is like 
looking back on the ‘harvest’ of their life, and 
this is the main theme running through this  
Harvest edition of TRIO. Of course, we all have 
different gifts and callings so each life is       
different but I believe that, in the eyes of God, 
the greatest harvest of any life is to be the      
person you were made to be. Holy Trinity church 
and St. John’s Abbeydale have now resumed 
opening daily for private prayer during the 
week, so please do feel free to drop in any time 
if you would like a quiet moment.  

The church wardens are managing the ongoing 
process of seeking to appoint a new vicar and 
our prayers are with them in this important task 
on behalf of the parish. In the meantime, we are 
grateful to all of the visiting clergy who are 
helping me out by leading some services. We 
look forward to Pete, Bishop of Sheffield and 
Sophie, Bishop of Doncaster leading services this 
Autumn, including Bishop Pete leading the     
Remembrance Sunday service at St. John’s. 
Please see the Calendar, (p14&15), for more  
details. We warmly invite you to one of our   
Harvest Thanksgiving services in October. We     
welcome donations of non-perishable food 
which you can leave at the back of our churches 
or bring on the day. More details can be found 
in this magazine or on our website. 

 www.amchurchsheffield.co.uk . 

       With warm wishes,  Angie 
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Cover Picture The stunning photo was taken by Tim (via 

Peter) Ingram. Tim really enjoys his farming life, especially 

driving these huge combine-harvesters.  Such vehicles, 

with their computerised automation, are an essential part 

of modern day farming.  Thanks Tim!                    Editor 

http://www.amchurchsheffield.co.uk
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“Harvest” calls to mind fields of ripe, golden wheat, 

oats and barley. Plump, juicy corn kernels, apples, 

fruit, and the promise of good things to come.    

Nature’s great harvest. 

‘It is a golden maxim to cultivate the garden for 

the nose, and the eyes will take care of           

themselves’ (Robert Louis Stevenson). And perhaps 

we can add ‘the mouth’… It is always a good idea to 

grow something you like eating. So which fruit or 

vegetable do you like best? Well, you cannot beat a 

sweet, juicy carrot according to my friend’s family. 

Thought to have been introduced into England in 

Elizabethan times, and may originally have been  

colours such as white, yellow or purple, before the 

orange variety was developed in Holland. 

My friend’s children enjoy their back-gardening.       

Matthew, in his primary school days, used to arrive 

back home accompanied by his 

friend and rush into the    

garden. They plucked a few 

choice carrots from the plot, 

then a quick rinse under the 

kitchen tap, and a healthy 

snack. Yank, rinse, chomp. Then last year, two 

whole strawberries that escaped the local birdlife, 

and some radishes, peas and runner beans. This 

year, my (adult) friend has ambitiously planted 

some asparagus crowns and reports that they have 

a few spindly but promising green shoots (too    

precious to be gobbled by hungry sons, though!) 

Educational, but in a pleasurable way – not a hard, 

boring lesson! Organisational skills, responsibility in 

caring for the plants, and the appreciation of     

nature and our environment. Cause and effect, too – 

if you do not water it in dry weather, it may well 

die! The whole circle of life is there: birth,        

development, reproduction and death. Plant the 

seed, it grows, sets its own seeds, then eventually 

dies and little seedlings pop up and start all over 

again. And you may enjoy eating some of it along 

the way. 

Many of us grow tomatoes. There are lots of      

different varieties: Alicante, redolent of Spanish 

sunshine; tangy little Gardener’s Delight. What else 

do we have? Runner beans, courgettes, cucumbers 

and ‘cut and come again’ lettuces.  

On our patio there is a herb 

pot which provides lovely fresh 

herbs for cooking – and the 

herbs are pretty as well. 

Also you can learn a lot from 

gardening: a love of nature, patience, organisation, 

creativity and the opportunity to use all your    

senses. You can find peace in a garden, just        

wandering round at the end of a day, even if you are 

not actually harvesting a fruit, vegetable or flower. 

There are scents and sights and the promise of 

things to come. 

Not all hard work, and my uncle has received a free 

harvest, courtesy of his next-door neighbour’s very 

untidy garden. Lots of brambles sprang up, and he 

has an unexpected blackberry harvest. Every cloud 

has a silver lining; every thorny bramble has a 

sweet, juicy berry. 

And my harvest, later this year? Three baby    

courgettes and a plum tree covered in tiny plums. (I 

can afford to spare a few for birds or wasps.) I 

have high hopes! 

They may not look very impressive at the moment, 

but just wait and see. The anticipation is part of 

the experience. 

My friend’s children are looking forward to some 

more juicy carrots – and may be surreptitiously 

eyeing Mum’s asparagus tips. 

I finish with a quotation that sums up the enjoyable 

experience of growing flowers and tasty produce: 

‘Love of gardening is a seed, once sown, which 

never dies but grows to the enduring happiness 

that the love of gardening gives’ (Gertrude    

Jekyll, famous garden designer, 1843-1932). 

Claire Justice 

‘You are closer to God in a garden than 

anywhere else on earth’.   Anon 
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      The  

   Millhouses   

   Beekeeper 

  Carolyn 

Clark    

Its almost time to harvest my honey, something I 

would never have been able to say three years ago! 

Its very exciting to think that another year of bee       

husbandry, carefully nurturing and learning about 

them has nearly come to fruition. And what a crop! 

Beautiful, natural; the most organic, wonderful local 

honey. 

Where to start? I had done a module in bee-keeping 

while at university in the early 80’s in the Lune     

Valley, Lancaster. As I now approach 60 and retiring, 

I saw advertised a beginner’s course in Bee-Keeping, 

a 10 minute cycle away at the Ecclesall Sawmill   

Education Centre.     It was meant to beee!  

In eight sessions every Tuesday evening 

over winter 2018-19 I learnt about all aspects of 

caring for bees – equipment needed, different types 

of hives, location of apiary, natural history, major 

and minor honey plants for each month,                

manipulations, colony health, caring for the public, 

harvesting honey and practical sessions. I was 

hooked! 

My first baby colony (a ‘Nucleus’) was ordered and 

much new equipment bought. A shiny new bee suit 

and smoker, I looked just the part. I was so excited 

when I picked them up and placed proudly in my 

front garden. Now what ?........... 

Like any new beekeeper, I wanted to look inside and 

see what was going on every day. But you should 

only do inspections every 7-10 days. Anyway, I 

learnt to enjoy just having a cup of tea and watching 

them fly in and out, all doing their various jobs.    

Inspections are important to see whether new 

frames need adding; if the queen bee was laying 

well and plenty of eggs; larvae and brood (baby 

bees) seen. Also, whether there are any  drones 

(males) present, (colonies are mostly female), and 

any signs of disease.  

An experienced beekeeper can do an inspection in 

10-15 minutes, but for me at the start a good half 

hour of fumbling, repositioning glasses and running 

backwards and forward for things I had forgotten 

and the smoker going out. A steep learning curve. 

Here are a few top bee facts:                 

• Only honey bees make honey and 

there’s only one type of honey bee – Apis 

Mellifera. 

• We have 153 native types of bumble bee 

• There is only 1 queen per hive. Her           

pheromones keep the colony together as one 

super organism 

• Per hive there are 50-60,000 bees in summer. 

The queen lasts for 4 years and only mates 

once, laying 50,000 eggs a year 

• Worker bees live for 6 weeks in summer, but 

6-8 months in winter 

• The colony reduces to 5,000 bees in winter. 

They cluster together to keep warm, like   

penguins. 

• If spring comes early or there is a warm     

February, bees come out early. There is little 

food for them so its important to plant       

crocus, snowdrops, violets, celandine,         

hellebores and dandelions! 

• The colony is 99% female. All have different 

jobs – feeding babies, cleaning, fetching water, 

undertaking (although many die on the wing 

well away from the hive), foraging and wax 

drawing. The 400 or so male drones just mate 

once and die……or are pushed out of hive 

come winter.                                Concluded on p7 
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There is so much to learn and they are so               

fascinating. Pretty gentle and docile, all busy doing 

their jobs and bringing in  pollen/nectar. Honey is 

regurgitated nectar which they store for winter. 

Subsequent years have brought swarming bees 

(sorry neighbours), Queen rearing, manipulations, 

disease control and now I have 4 hives and am 

swatting for my Basic Beekeepers exam .. 

The local Sheffield Beekeeping Association (SBKA) is 

a wonderful source of mentorship, support and    

information. Lovely, gentle, helpful people (I tend to 

find beekeepers very calm and gentle). If you ever 

find a swarm, the SBKA are the people to contact 

(see Website for all sorts of knowledge). 

So as I gather equipment to uncap and spin my    

super frames and make a horrendous sticky mess in 

the kitchen, I smile as I think of the joy the honey 

they have made all summer will now bring to 

friends, family and kind people 

as gifts and         offerings. I will 

then tuck them up for winter 

and wait another busy beep-

ing year next spring as the 

days get longer and 

warmer and the 

new season begins. 

 

Harvest  

of the  

Hedgerow 
 

Once again the hedgerows and woodlands 

are laden with fruit and nuts. It seems that 

no matter what sort of summer we get, God 

always ensures that there is a wonderful 

harvest for the wildlife and us to enjoy.   

Although later than last year, yet again the 

hedgerows along the edge of the paths I  

frequently walk with the dogs are laden 

with blackberries — plenty for the birds to 

eat as well as me to collect!  

Each year I collect pounds  and pounds 

(kilos!) of blackberries, then just wash, 

weigh and boil. Those we don’t eat            

immediately, I freeze or use to make jam 

both of which last us through the winter 

and into spring.  With no peeling, coring, or 

stones to remove, blackberries really are the 

easiest of fruits to use — as well as being 

rich in vitamin C and very tasty! 

If you’ve never tried making jam, then 

blackberries are an excellent way to start as 

it sets very easily. All that’s needed is sugar!  

Oh, and a heavy based pan and some clean, 

dry jars…   Here’s what I do: 

Weigh the blackberries and place in pan, add 

1 tbsp water for every kilo of fruit, bring to 

the boil and simmer until softened. 

Meanwhile, on a baking tray, warm the jars, 

(lidless), in a warm oven. (N.B. 2kg fruit = 

around 2kg jam). 

Stir in the same weight of sugar as fruit and  

stir until the sugar has dissolved. 

Increase heat and boil briskly until setting 

point is reached.  Test after 3-5 minutes by 

dropping a small amount onto a cold dish. If 

there is a ‘skin’ which wrinkles when 

touched, the jam is ready.  (NB It is VERY 

easy to over cook — soild jam is worse than 

runny!!).  

Remove from heat and ladle into the warm 

jars. If you want to keep the jam, waxed 

discs, (easily obtained on line), must be 

placed on the hot jam to prevent it going 

mouldy    later.  Do NOT put lids on until the 

jam has cooled. ENJOY!!!!                PMJ 

P.S. Substitute some of the blackberries 

with apple — equally delicious—but we had 

no apples last year!  Hoping for some soon. 

From p6 
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Grove Gardening 

Friendly and reliable 

All aspects of garden maintenance 

lawns, hedges, pruning and planting 

Fully insured 

Please contact Jonathan Reid: 

Mobile 07745 384637 

jonathanandrhona@gmail.com 

53 Grove Road, Millhouses, S7 2GY 

mailto:jonathanandrhona@gmail.com


  Bob Young – harvest of a          

    wonderful life 

 

“I’ve had 90 superb years”. These were some of 
Bob Young’s words in the last days of his life. Bob 
died in St. Luke’s hospice in June aged 90. At his 
funeral, the tributes from his family and the 
church were fitting for a rich, and productive life, 
fulfilled by serving his family, the church and in 
his employment in the best way he could. The 
harvest of a wonderful life. 

There are tangible things at Holy Trinity church 
where Bob belonged for almost 30 years: the   
service booklets that Bob and Janet produced; 
the words on our church website, for which Bob 
had some input in the early days; serving on the 
PCC and as church warden in the 1990s and     
regular appearances in parish pantomimes;  
reader and leader of prayers in church services 
and supporter of many parish events and study 
groups, including leading the Bible Study group. 
However, some of Bob’s work was behind the 
scenes, being the treasurer’s ‘Young Assistant’ 
and, for many years, Bob took his turn in         
producing the weekly church notice sheet and 
operating the sound system. 

There was also Bob the family man, much loved 
and appreciated by Janet and their daughters   
Sarah and Alison and their two grandchildren. In 
the tribute from the family, they recalled fondly 
lots of family time, as well as stories of Bob's 
great planning and researching of family           
holidays. 

In later years, Bob and Janet enjoyed travelling 
abroad on their own, going to Chamber music 
concerts in Sheffield, and continuing to take a full 
part in church events, including celebrating their 
golden wedding anniversary with the church 
family two years ago. 

’90 superb years’ speaks of a life enjoyed and 
lived completely with faith in Christ, grateful for 
all that life has given him, looking with thanks at 
his life as a whole, remembering all of the good 
things life has brought him and letting go of    
anything negative. An inspiration for us all. And I 
believe his invitation to us is to live our lives now 
in that vein. 

So, we celebrate with Bob the life well lived, 90 
superb years, and we thank God for him. 

Bob’s name now appears on the memorial 
stones in our garden of remembrance at Holy 
Trinity church, alongside others whose ashes 
are buried there, whose lives have touched ours 
in the church and community. 

Angie Lauener 

As the world recoils from Covid, Afghanistan 

returns to Taliban rule and Haiti reels from 

natural disasters, may these words be helpful. 

For the healing of the nations, Lord 

we pray with one accord, 

For a just and equal sharing of the 

things that earth affords. 

You, creator God, have written your 

great name on humankind, 

for our growing in your likeness, 

bring the life of Christ to mind,  

That by our response and service 

earth its destiny may find. 
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Moving On 
 

All deaths, of course, leave a gap in          
somebody’s life, with varying consequences, 

sometimes welcome, sometimes not. With the 

death of my dear wife Hazel five years ago I 

found that for the first time since we’d married 

55 years earlier in Kenya, (where Hazel was 
born and brought up, educated and trained), I 

was facing making major decisions alone. 

These included such matters as where to    

continue to live (with my family scattered); how 
to best use my time creatively when health was 

declining; how to fill in the gap in everyday   

living created by no longer having to cater and 

care for someone who had been unable to be 

left alone for long or do much for herself, for 
some time. 

 

Losses in life are a part of living, and with 

these come changes, and while some we     
decide upon ourselves, others are not in our 

control. At the age of seven years, in 1939, I 

had no choice in being evacuated from      

London to a village near Peterborough when 

WWII began, or to avoid call up into the RAF 
when 18 years old, As I recall evacuation it was 

the parents in tears at the school gates on the 

day we filed down to the local station to catch 

a train, rather than most of my class. We had 
our class teacher with us and our friends, and 

being somewhat inconsequential at that age I 

felt part of an adventure rather than any worry 

about the future.  
 

It was only when I was moved to a new billet 

after 15 months with a good family, that I     

became very homesick and unhappy as the 

woman of this new household I looked upon as 
a witch. I looked ahead with dread on the  

coming months and my need to get away    

became so obvious to the billeting officer that 

my parents brought me home in 1941, back to 
London where the bombing was  continuing. 

When called up into the Forces in 1950 I had 
more of a sense of anticipation rather than of 

foreboding. WWII was over and slightly older 

friends had told me that after the first eight 

weeks of training things would be fine. As I 
would then have a year of trade training I had 

no expectation of being involved in Korea, and 

thoroughly enjoyed my time working on the  

radar of the most interesting aircraft in the RAF, 

the Sunderland Flying Boat. 
 

Loss 

When it comes to bereavement however it is 

impossible to predict all the consequences of 
losing someone close. In my work in             

bereavement counselling I had found that     

different people had different reactions, some 

of which they talked about, others which they 

did not. 
The physical aspects of loss are mainly        

foreseeable but not all, and sometimes little  

incidents reawaken grief and sadness in a way I 

thought had passed. On several occasions I 
have reached out in the middle of the night    

expecting to touch Hazel before realising this 

was not going to happen. I have even woken up 

to see the space beside me empty and got  

halfway to the bathroom to see if she is OK   
before realising the sad reality.  

 

Similarly with the unfilled space in day to day 

living when awake. When watching a             
particularly good film for example I feel strongly 

Hazel’s absence as someone to laugh with or 

with whom to share comments on aspects of 

the film one of us had noticed more than the 

other. Or if the film is bad, or the speaker at a 
church or other event or a paragraph in the  

daily paper had been incomprehensible there is 

no one to ask “Wasn’t that a load of rubbish?” 

Perhaps the best reflection on this was a    
comment made by a lady not long widowed 

who I heard say “When you’ve been out by 

yourself, there’s no one there to say nothing to 

when you get home!” 

This article was originally intended for the summer 

edition where the theme was ‘Journeying on’, but 

Harvest-time is giving thanks for the fulfilment of 

life, before we face the dark, lifeless days which 

are to come.   

This moving account by                                                                                      

The Revd. Brian Cranwell                                                  
is a fitting reflection of this. 
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All these things defy logic and made me       

realise that moving on is at times actually 

“being moved on”, and not something we can 
always control, much as we like to think we are 

in charge. This is especially hard as often    

major decision have to be made following    

bereavement. This was very much the case 
when Hazel died as she was the person with 

whom I had shared all important decision  

making for 55 years and she is no longer here.  

 

Restlessness 
In some of our past decisions there have been 

risks involved in moving on, such as giving up 

good jobs in Kenya and Malawi and coming to 

England to enable me to gain qualifications. 
Hazel and I discussed these through together 

and in moving to England and going for       

ordination training these moves were only  

possible by Hazel’s willingness to be the bread 
winner. Each move had to be shared and 

prayed about.  

 

Faced with a future alone the decision I was 

faced with, was whether to move. Would I be 
better off nearer to one of my sons, or go into 

a retirement home for clergy? With the help of 

both family members and close friends, I     

decided to remain where I was while I was still 
able to manage alone. While I enjoy the     

company of people of all ages a two week trip 

on a Saga voyage some years ago on which 

90% of passengers were over 70 made me  

realise that I would not like to be permanently 
in an unbalanced society. 

 

Almost all the decisions I have described so far 

has been about life and career. All have       
involved degrees of sadness leaving behind 

friends, with some of whom I am still in       

contact. When it came to moving on to         

ordination training, decision making included a 

spiritual aspect that both Hazel and I saw as 
outside ourselves. I had been a Reader since 

Kenya days and thinking about possible    

training for ministry.  

 
In 1979 I had been self-employed in              

international consultancy for some years. I 

gave this up wanting a more settled life.  I    

dithered, first trying a job in a Sheffield       

company that went bankrupt, and from which I 
had the shock of a letter of redundancy. I recall 

vividly the shock of receiving this notice,     

outside my control. This was followed by an 

attempt at entrepreneurship, which was a     
disaster, and left a sense of failure.  

I had thought of ministry since I was a young 

man but I was now still dithering. Then just a 

couple of weeks later, two people in Sheffield, 
without consulting each other, told me it was 

about time I trained for ministry, and a few days 

later I received a letter from a friend in        

Swaziland with whom I had worked in Malawi, 
saying exactly the same thing! I felt I was being 

given a kick in the pants to move on by a    

Higher Authority to serve God as a priest.  So I 

applied, and spent two years in ministerial   

training at Durham while Hazel, with the family, 
remained in Sheffield, where she trained  

teachers at Hallam University. My confidence 

about this move was reinforced by the           

extraordinary way that events had tumbled into 
place so readily over such things as houses 

and jobs not only facilitating our previous 

moves but this one. 

 

So what next? While I enjoy the writing that the 
lockdown period has given me more time for, 

the fact is that the next journey is really into the 

unknown. Unlike previous generations that   

expected death at any time after birth, we     
expect medicine to keep us going despite the 

fact that it is known that statistics in the USA 

show that one fifth of all elderly people who die 

had operations in the last month of their lives. 

As Benjamin Franklin said, there are only two 
certainties in life, death and taxes. I have no 

wish to be kept alive by intense medical care 

but none of us knows for sure, except certain 

types of fundamentalist, what lies ahead. 
 

I believe in what Jesus Christ said about       

believers gaining eternal life but what that      

actually means we cannot know. I have no     

visions of a Hollywood Heaven. What I do      
believe is that death is as natural a process as 

birth.  
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OUR HARVEST APPEAL 2021 
please  write cheques to Abbeydale and Millhouses PCC  

and send to 41 Rushley Drive Sheffield S17 3EL 

Or pay direct to Sort Code  05 08 03   Account Number 21632794 
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This should make you smile as 
the year, and all of us, grow 

older……   

Modern Grannies 
 

I have a little Granny, 
who’s really very old 
But also unconventional, 
in a most  unusual mould. 
She doesn’t wear those spectacles that 
perch upon the nose, 
She wears her contact lenses, and       
varnishes her toes. 
 

Unlike some other Grannies, who are 
home before it’s dark, 
She’s dressed up in a track suit, and 
marches in the park. 
 

And when I wish she‘d sometimes stay 
and tuck me up in bed - 
Gran’s off to study yoga, and standing on 
her head. 
Some Grannies sit in rocking chairs, and 
crochet shawls indoors 
But my Granny’s joined a hiking group 
and hikes upon the moors. 
 

Gran goes on day trips with her “Over 
Sixties Club”. 
They racket round the countryside and 
end up in the pub. 
And on the homeward journey, like a 
flock of singing birds, 
They harmonise old favourites with very 
naughty words. 
 

I love my little Granny, I think she’s really 
great. 
If that’s what growing old is like, well, I 
simply cannot wait! 
 
Thanks to Revd Brian Cranwell for 
this.  



Yippee!! Booking for services is no longer necessary, and services through our zoom link 
or by phone are continuing. However masks will still be worn in church.                          

The zoom link remains unchanged:  
 https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6745323083?pwd=eitkeVdiODV4S1NpRzJvV0ZxbTd6UT09  

Meeting ID: 674 532 3083   Passcode: AMCHURCH    
Phone instructions are as follows: 

 1.   Dial into a service on 0203 0512 874 (you may be charged, please check with your provider) on 
 mobile or landline. 
 2.   Enter the meeting ID      674 532 3083 # 
 3.   Enter participant ID followed by # (but this is not required and you can just enter#) 
 4.   Enter the passcode, if needed 44005254 # 

 Once you have dialled the first number the phone instructions are very clear..   
For up-to-date information please contact:  

the Parish Office on 0114 249 0377 / or email htmillhousesoffice@yahoo.co.uk 

Or visit the website: www.amchurchsheffield.co.uk 

 

Sun  3rd  Trinity 18 

 10am Harvest Festival   H.T 

 
Sun  10

th
   Trinity 19 

 10am Parish Communion St. J 
 
Sun  17

th
   Trinity 20 

 10am Parish Communion  H.T.            
 
Sun  24

th
    Trinity 21  

 10am        Parish Communion  St. J. 
 
Sun 31st    4th before Advent 
 10am Parish Communion H.T. 

 
Sun  5th     Advent 2 

 10am All-Age worship   H.T. 

    

  Christingle 
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During the interregnum it is not possible for us to hold as many services as we would like, but both 

churches are open during the week for private prayer, usually H.T. 10am-4.30.pm, St. J’s 10am - 4pm                     

 

Sun  5th      Trinity 14 
 10am Parish Communion  H.T. 
 
Sun 12th     Trinity 15 

 10am All-Age worship St. J 

    
Sun 19th     Trinity 16    
 10am Parish Communion  H.T. 
 
Sun 26th      Trinity 17 
 10am Parish Communion  St.J 

 

Sun   7th   All Saints 

 10am All-Age worship H.T. 

There will also be a special All Souls Service to 
remember loved ones. The time and venue will be 

on the website nearer the time. 
 

Sun 14th    2nd before Advent 

 10am Remembrance Sunday 
  Services in BOTH churches 
 

Thur 11th 10.45am Act of Remembrance  M.M. 
 

Sun 21st   ‘Christ the King’ 
 10am Parish Communion  H.T. 
 

Sun 28th   Advent Sunday 
 10am Parish Communion  St. J 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6745323083?pwd%3DeitkeVdiODV4S1NpRzJvV0ZxbTd6UT09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2uL-adOMDUCex9npuKJa4H
mailto:htmillhousesoffice@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.amchurchsheffield.co.uk


All-Age worship  
These services aim to 

be less formal than our         
traditional Parish Communions, 
with young people often taking 
a leading role. Hymns are led by 
our music group which           
welcomes all instrumentalists — 
young and old, beginners and 
experts.  No mid-week          
rehearsals—just a run through 
before the service! 

3rd October H.T.  -   10am 
Come and join us in giving thanks for our many 

blessings!  This year, as well as  the Cathedral 

Archer Project (p. ), we are supporting ’Medicins 

sans Frontieres’ (see below).   

Our sincere thanks to visiting clergy 

who will be helping lead services    dur-

ing this period:  

5th Sept  Chris Stebbing  H.T.   Associate 

     Arch Deacon, helping the PCC in    

    appointing a new priest. 

19th Sept Pete, Bishop of Sheffield. H.T. 

10th Oct  Helen Blackburn (who was    

     Priest in charge at St.J)  St. J. 

24th Oct  Chris Stebbing            

31st Oct   Richard Blackburn H.T.    

     (retired Bishop—husband of Helen) 

14th Nov  Bishop Pete   St. J.                 

     Remembrance Service 

12th Dec   Bishop Sophie  St. J. 

Resurrection 

Choir from     

St. Petersburg 

This wonderful, world 

famous choir have 

once again agreed to include Holy Trinity as 

one of their venues in their upcoming UK tour.  

An evening concert, in church, will be held on           

Sunday 21st November 

Details of exact time and price of tickets will be 

available on the website and from the church 

office nearer the time.   

Medicins Sans    

Frontieres 

1971 –2021 

‘MSF teams take life-

saving action on the 

frontlines of conflict, disaster and disease.  We are 

Doctors without Borders. Always independent, 

neutral and        impartial. ‘ 

The MSF website gives an excellent insight into 

their wonderful work following natural disasters 

and in extremely dangerous situations such as 

Syria, Afghanistan and many part of Africa. 

Two years ago Peter Ingram recommended  the 

book ’War Doctor’ by David Knott, who worked 

for MSF. David now trains doctors from war-torn 

countries.      It is very well worth reading ! 

15 

BOTH churches will hold services on           

Remembrance Sunday. These will include a 

minute’s silence.  The latter part of  the service at 

St. John’s will be outside round the war memorial.  

The Special ‘All Souls’ service 

on 7th Nov. provides a reflective, 

peaceful time to remember all those 

whom we love but have died.  

  Finally…..    

Our popular H.T. Christingle Service 
will be at 10am on 5th Dec. 
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The harvest of flowers  
Andrew Horsfield 

 

Harvest Festival and flowers – they perhaps 
don’t spring readily to mind together. Harvest 
Festival celebrations usually concentrate on fruit 
and vegetables as symbols of our gratitude to 
God for a good and bountiful harvest and hope 
for a productive future. 
 

Thanksgiving ceremonies and celebrations for a 
successful harvest are both worldwide and very 
ancient. ... Harvest Festival reminds Christians of 
all the good things God gives them. This makes 
them want to share with others who are not so 
fortunate. 
 

However, flowers also give so many people so 
much pleasure and can help to promote a sense 
of well-being and inner peace, so I think that 
they could justifiably be included in our Harvest 
festival celebrations.  
 

In a garden setting much satisfaction can be had 
from planning and planting out a border or   
flower bed, although it has to be said that the 
more flowers there are in a garden, the more 
time one needs to spend dead heading, feeding, 

watering and putting 
in appropriate     
supports for taller 
flowers like lupins 
and foxgloves etc. 
 

 

Historically various folk cultures and traditions 
have assigned symbolic meanings to plants, much 
of which is no longer commonly understood by 
people who are increasingly divorced from their 
old rural traditions. For instance, I guess we all 
know that in the UK the red poppy is a symbol of 
remembrance of the fallen in war. But do many 
of us know that the amaryllis is associated with 
pride, white lilac means youthful innocence or 
humility and dahlias represent elegance and    
dignity, although beware the black dahlia which 
means betrayal and dishonesty! 

Throughout the year, Pat Gregory at Holy Trinity 
and Margaret Minns at St. John’s organise an  
ever-changing vista of floral displays in the two 
churches. At Harvest Festival times, (as well as 
special occasions such as Christmas and Easter), 
they particularly welcome anyone to join in and 
either provide a display (an oasis can always be 
provided) or come along to help. However,       
although it is enjoyable to work alongside others, 
some people do find that being on their own in 
church can give moments of peaceful               
contemplation and help them feel closer to God. 

Harvest flowers 

in  St. John’s and 

Holy Trinity. 

Photos from Pat 

and Margaret. 

Garden flower     

photos from                 

Andrew. 

Margaret and Pat’s numbers are on p.2 



 

It is said that Methodism was born in song, and we are thankful to be able to raise our voices once again (albeit 
still through masks) at our regular services: Sunday mornings at 10.30.am and Thursdays at 11.00.am.   
 
On Thursday November 11

th
 we shall hold a Remembrance Day service and hope that friends from Holy Trinity 

and St John’s will join us as they have often done in previous years. The doors will be open from 10.30.am, with 
the service expected to start at 10.45.am to incorporate the two minutes’ silence at 11.00.am. 
All are also welcome at our Harvest Festival, which will be on Sunday October 3

rd
, led by our new minister, Rev. 

Claude Kimpinde. 

From September, our new minister, Rev. 
Claude Kimpinde, will have charge of 
Carterknowle, Woodseats and Mount View 
Methodist Churches as well as Millhouses.   
 

He recently sent this introduction about 
himself and his family, which was published 
in our Circuit newsletter:  
 

“I was born on the 10th of January 1970, in 

Lubumbashi, the second biggest city        

located in the south-eastern parts of the 

DRC (Democratic of Republic Congo). I 

hold a Doctorate in Practical Theology: 

Pastoral care and Counselling with the   

University of Pretoria, Republic of South 

Africa.  My parents were dedicated       

members of the United Methodist Church in 

Lubumbashi called “Paroisse de Galilea”, 

where I was baptised and confirmed in my 

early adolescence. I married Wasinga 

Mireille Kimpinde on the 26th of February 

1999, we have four children by God’s 

grace, two girls and two boys (Elim 21-year-

old, Praise 20-year-old, Joy 16-year-old and 

Gift 11-year-old). We speak English, 

French, Lingala and Swahili. I moved to 

South Africa in 2002 for missionary work for 

13 years in the Methodist Church of    

Southern Africa as an ordained minister of 

word and sacrament. I arrived in the UK in 

October 2015, after the panel interview with 

the British Conference in 2016, I was      

attached for worship at Bilston Methodist 

Church in Wolverhampton.  

I moved to France in 2018 to join the rest of 

my family.  

.  

I was so humbled to God that we were     

finally invited to “The Lord’s Table” in the 

Sheffield District.  

We return all the Glory to God all mighty for 

this new family that He has given to us in 

the Sheffield Circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
We are really looking forward joining you in 

a couple of weeks. I am enjoying praying, 

reading, listening to music, walking and bike 

riding. We are appreciative of the warmth 

and support that we are receiving at a      

distance from the district and circuit staff. It 

is really reinforcing God’s love and          

assurance by securing a place for us in 

Sheffield Circuit. I am here by God’s grace 

to fulfil my servanthood mission, learn and 

celebrate God’s mercy amongst us through 

our diversity.        
 

Yours in Christ,  

Revd. Dr. M.C.Kimpinde” 

For up-to-date news please see our        
noticeboards and website: 

www.millhousesmethodistchurch.org.uk. 
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 “A time to plant, a time to pluck up that which is planted” 

Ecclesiastes Chapter 3 

Allotments, Lockdowns and Harvest 

Helen Akroyd 

There are two of us   

holding down, keeping 

up and sharing an       

Allotment Plot on a small 

site near Ecclesall Library. 

The two lockdowns have 

really concentrated our 

efforts because so much 

else was restricted.    

Never had the ground 

been so well prepared, 

manured, weeded and 

raked. We even emptied 

our compost heaps. So 

our plot was absolutely ready for sowing and planting. 
 

Planting and sowing is the next part of the cycle. Weeding, 

thinning and watering are all needed. We had a near      

disaster with our cabbages, sprouts and broccoli. These 

plants need protecting from pigeons. I had previously 

erected a wire-netting enclosure for them. I planted them 

out one morning but didn’t have time to spread the net 

over, which is a fiddly and time-consuming job.  I thought I 

will be back in two day’s time, I will do it then and it will be 

fine.  Well, dear reader, it wasn’t. All the leaves of the 

young tender and fragile plants had been stripped by     

voracious and insatiable pigeons.  I replanted what I could, 

watered and put 

the netting over 

and hoped.                

Amazingly the 

plants recovered 

and are now   

doing well.                                    

Watering is a very physical 

task. Allotment regulations 

allow one to fill old baths 

and water butts using a hose 

pipe, but not to use the 

hose pipe itself to      directly 

water the plants, so it is 

done with watering cans, 

which are heavy when full.  I 

expect it’s good for our  

upper arms.  

As the plants and fruits grow, we come to realise that there 

are things you can control such as the work you put in, and 

things you can’t, such as the weather.  There have been 

spells without rain, there was a long cold spell in Spring 

which meant seeds didn’t germinate and plants were slow 

to grow. It has been a difficult year but eventually crops 

started growing and fruit ripening. 

Finally the time for harvesting arrives and it seems to     

happen all at once. 

There are gooseberries, 

strawberries, loganberries 

and a few blackcurrants. 

Our raspberries are 

smothered in weeds, we 

failed to tackle them in 

time and now the weeds 

are as high or higher than 

the raspberry canes.   

Finding a raspberry is like 

unearthing a hidden  

treasure.   

There are broad beans and runner beans, the peas and 

French beans were a no show this year. Only two seeds 

managed to germinate and then they were eaten by slugs. 

Beetroot, potatoes, courgettes, lettuce, plus leeks, parsnips 

and brassicas still to come. 

About two years ago, 

we decided to        

celebrate a very    

prolific strawberry 

crop by having scones, 

clotted cream and, of 

course, strawberries 

on the plot with Pam, 

(Price—in her 90s!), 

who worked the plot 

before us.  There is a 

confession to make 

here. By the time we had fixed a date to suit us all, our 

strawberries were finished. We had to rely on a well-known 

Supermarket. I think we told Pam! 

Harvest isn’t a given. It depends on a year’s regular work 

and also regular picking as the crops ripen. That is more or 

less under our control. It also depends on the right weather 

conditions. Some years are kinder than other years and so 

every year has different results with some crops thriving 

better than others. An Allotment teaches you that timing is 

everything! Lockdowns, in that they provided extra time, 

can be good for those working allotments. We were able to 

prepare thoroughly and then plant and now we are busy 

plucking up what is planted. The beauty and bounty of  

harvest is quite astonishing. It is a time of fruition and  

completion but it is also the start of the next year’s cycle of 

preparation and planting. 
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Friends of Ecclesall Woods (FEW) 

The group was formed in 1993 to help preserve, study and 

work in Ecclesall Woods, the largest ancient woodland in 

South Yorkshire. So many activities are now carried out in 

the woods that it is a challenge to cater for the various 

and sometimes conflicting needs of visitors as well      

manage the native flora and fauna. 

Work of the volunteer group known as the Footpath 

Group 

A volunteer group was set up to look after footpaths but 

as funding cuts continued the group has taken on more 

tasks to help the rangers maintain the diversity and  

structure of the woods.    Some work is seasonal.        

Clearance of  undergrowth such as brambles and holly is 

done before bluebells and other spring flowers start to 

emerge. The ancient art of coppicing and using greenwood 

for crafts is carried on in the woods and the group control 

growth where again the native invaders can over grow any 

newly coppiced hazel and planted  “whips”. 

Tasks also include removing non natives such as cherry 

laurel and Himalayan balsam. The group has helped with 

installing bridges and has re-fenced the bird sanctuary. 

Other areas have been fenced where footfall has resulted 

in bare patches previously occupied by native spring    

flowers. The ecology group then monitors the return of 

plants.  Litter picking is always on the agenda. 

The group meets on a Tuesday morning at 9.30.  Contact 

Jane Beresford  janeanden@gmail.com  07518 750262 

for more information. We also coordinate with other   

volunteer groups such as            

Abbeydale Rotary and Holy Trinity 

Scouts for one 

off sessions 

and hope to 

add more to 

the  calendar. 

Crossing Abbey Lane   

between the Woods 

In November 2020,      

several Friends formed a 

pressure group to       

campaign for a safe crossing on Abbey Lane. (There is no   

designated crossing between the woods unlike the other 

side of Abbey Lane where there are five refuges to aid 

crossing.) We were very grateful to the many people who 

signed the petition. The council has now recognised the 

need for safer crossing and a  feasibility study is ongoing.  

J G Graves Woodland Discovery Centre 10 year            

celebrations October 2021 

In 2011, the then Lord Mayor, Sylvia Dunkley, opened the 

Discovery Centre on the former sawmill site. It has been a 

great success but sadly closed to the public during the 

Covid crisis. We are hoping that it will fully reopen in   

September.  Instead of “Feast in the Forest” the centre 

staff, together with FEW, are celebrating 10 years since 

the opening with a series of low key events during        

October. 

Halloween trails, tree identifying walks, a craft fair, tree 

planting and practical sessions with the footpath group 

are among the activities that have been planned. There 

will be craft taster sessions on Wednesdays at a bargain 

price of £20.       

Sat 9th October             

10am-12 noon                

Self-guided 

fungi trail  

Full details of 

all the events 

are available 

from the Discovery Centre 

and on the FEW website 

 www.friendsofecclesallwoods.org.uk and facebook page.  

Membership of the Group 

If you are interested in joining the group or finding out 

more contact our Membership Secretary John Baker at 

j o h n r b a k e r 8 @ g m a i l . c o m  0 1 1 4  2 3 6 9 0 2 5 .                       

Membership is £10 per annum 

                Sent  by Marilyn Small 

www.ecclesallwoodscraftcourses.co.uk 
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The creator of the puzzle gave you a      

picture as a guide. Refer to the Creator’s 

guide often. 

Variety is the spice of life. It’s the different 

colours and patterns that make the puzzle 

interesting. 

Working together with friends and family 

makes things easier and more fun. 

Establish the corners and the border first. 

Boundaries give a sense of security and 

order. 

Don’t be afraid to try different             

combinations. Some matches will surprise 

you. 

Take time to celebrate your successes 

(even the little ones). 

Anything worth doing takes time and 

effort. Puzzles can’t be rushed. 

Finally, when you put the last piece in 

place, don’t be sad. Rejoice in the         

masterpiece you’ve created and enjoy a 

well-deserved rest! 

As we ease out of the restrictions imposed by 

the pandemic, these reflections seem very  

pertinent! 

A Jigsaw Puzzle                                 

by Mike Rogers 

Casting around for something to fill a  

couple of hours or so the other day I 

came across a jigsaw which had been 

sitting at the bottom of a drawer for   

longer than I cared to remember. It was 

not large and I couldn’t recall ever      

completing it. 

So, not being one to avoid a challenge, I 

set to. Once it was done, it struck me that 

a jigsaw puzzle can teach us a great deal 

about how we might live our lives - the 

protocols are not dissimilar. 

Don’t force a fit - if something is meant to 

be, it will come together naturally. 

If things aren’t going too well, take a 

break. Things will look different when you 

return. 

Be sure to look at the overall picture. 

Getting hung upon just the little pieces 

can lead to frustration. 

Perseverance pays off. Every important 

puzzle went together gradually, piece by 

piece. 

When one part of the puzzle becomes 

difficult, move to another part and then 

go back to the difficult bit later. 
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Harvesting our‘Throw-Aways’ - help reduce waste! 

Church members are collecting the following items for a range of charities 

such as Christian Aid - used stamps (British &  overseas)  

Aquaboxes - good quality, clean towels  

    Laptops  - 

   for schools     

   ring   07766 374 924      

         for collection      
 

Aspire (a training programme for 

young adults at Parson’s Cross)  -  old phone chargers,              

cables, connectors 

 Sight Savers  -  old spectacles 

 Marie Curie (Cancer Care - via Superdrug 

     pharmacies) -  foil blister packets    (empty!) 

 

 

 

  And please remember the 

GRACE FOODBANK (Lowedges) 

and Cathedral Archer Project (see p  ) still need your support.  

Items can also be left at the back of either church, or donations made to                

https://gracefoodbanksheffield.org.uk/donations/food 

 www.archerproject.org.uk/donate 
 

The Cathedral Archer Project (see 

p  ) are particularly short of tinned 

food, cereals, sugar, tea,   

 coffee, pot noodles, washing  up 

 liquid, washing powder and  

 sleeping bags. 

Please leave a 2cm border 

Please put any of the above items in the 

boxes at the back of either church, 

marked ‘Charity Throw -Aways’ . 

Thank you! 
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In pain? 

Are you suffering 

from: 

Headaches 

Lower back pain 

Neck pain 

Sciatica 

Scoliosis 

Numbness 

Tingling 

We can help 

We are at the corner of Whirlowdale Road and  

Abbeydale Road South,  tel: 0114 262 1999 

info@chirofirst.co.uk 
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Professional Female Decorators 

Sara:     07747781204 

info@housemartindecorators.co.uk 

 15+ year’s experience 

• Clean, punctual, precise 

• Flexible, friendly & affordable  

• Free no obligation quotes 

• Fully insured 

• All aspects of decorating 

• Excellent local references  



Harvest for the young!! 

Whirlow Hall Farm 

Our Parish has supported the work of WHF Trust 

for many years. WHF, created over 40 years ago,  

is a thriving commercial farm where all the     

profits are ploughed back into providing a     

wonderful education centre for the young people 

of Sheffield.  It’s work has massively expanded 

over the years, and whist continuing to welcome 

regular day and residential visits from school 

parties, their work with teenagers who have been 

excluded from school is very impressive.   

Current fund raising is to complete a new       

education block on which work has already   

started.  Another exciting addition is ‘The Barn’ 

restaurant which opened in July. The décor is 

simple and rustic, in keeping with an old barn 

and, though it can seat 120, the tables are very 

well spaced.   

‘The Barn Restaurant’  -  with the Farm Shop still housed in the taller building on the 

right.    (Photo PMJ) 

Perhaps the most striking feature is the far  

southwest wall, (the opposite side to the photo), 

which has been replaced with huge sliding glass 

doors, beyond which is a a wide patio with further 

seating and a huge field/play area for children. 

The views over the moors are spectacular!  The 

practical slate flooring means walkers and dogs, 

(who are welcomed!), have no worries about  

leaving muddy footprints! 

The restaurant offers breakfast, brunch and lunch 

with a special Sunday lunch menu. Exciting new 

dishes will be created by the Chef, Luke Rhodes, 

who was a semi-finalist on BBC’s ‘Master Chef—

the professionals’.  Luke really enjoys putting new 

slants on traditional Yorkshire recipes and many 

of the dishes will include food produced at 

Whirlow Farm.   

WHF produce is also available in the revamped 

farm shop — and excellent turkeys can be        

ordered for Christmas!                                   PMJ 

P.S .  Loads of easy parking…..     A real bonus! 

Whirlow Hall Farm Trust website: www.whirlowhallfarm.org 
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Improving St. John’s Church  for the Parish Mission 

 

The alterations will include: 

• More direct access into the church building for wheelchairs, prams, buggies and coffins. 

• An accessible toilet to include space for baby-change facilities. 

• A teapoint/servery to provide refreshments to community groups as well as members of the 

church. 

• A more accessible church by removing bench platforms and levelling the floor. 

• Space to enable varying forms of worship and study. 

• 120 cushioned chairs for worship and  a wider range of church and community activities. 

• A new oak nave altar. 

• Space for larger concerts, choirs and drama. 

• More convenient storage. 

• A new LED lighting scheme in the whole church. 

• Improved insulation and energy reduction to help meet  our net zero carbon target. 

• Relocation of the foundation stone and  memorial stained glass in the church. 

The PCC has agreed that the formal application be made to the Diocese for the alterations that will cost  
£227,663 based on the lowest tender. The parish has allocated more than half the cost from its  funds 
and is seeking up to £100,00 in grants.  Further donations are  welcome. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
David Crosby 
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 Parish Centre   -  Dobcroft Rd                           
 Monday       6.45 pm     Cubs 
                      7.30 pm     Explorers  
 Thursday    7.00 pm     Scouts  
  Friday         6.15 pm     Beavers 
 

   Contacts:     Andrew Bullock  (Beavers & Cubs)            
  ajbullock@blueyonder.co.uk 
 Jeremy Holmes (Scouts &Explorers)  0770 344 1613           
  jeremypiglet@gmail.com 

Handbells 
Wednesdays 8.00 pm at St. John’s 
 Contact Margaret Ibbetson  236 4184 

New ringers warmly welcomed 

 

COFFEE MORNINGS 

 are hoping to resume again                
in October 

 

See website calendar or 
  contact: Val Wiley  236  0726 

 

Christmas Edition of  TRIO  

 

DEADLINE for articles  
 

Friday 5th November 2021 
 

Published 3rd  December 2021 
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  Holy Trinity & St. John’s  
  are  Fair Trade Churches 

A stall is held regularly after the 10 am 
service in both churches 

Mon  4.30pm  Rainbows —St. John’s   249 4113 

Mon  5.30pm Brownies — St. John’s   07588 

     240224 

Tues 5.30pm Rainbows — H.T. Church Hall 235 0370                          

 

All the above info, and MUCH MORE inc. 
other regular,  users of all three halls, (e.g 

ballet, badminton, art classes),  can be 
found on the Parish website 

 

www. amchurchsheffield.co.uk 

St. John’s    
Snooker Club                         

welcomes new members, 
male or female,  beginners 

or        experienced, any age 
or religion           

The club meets at back of the church hall 
(Abbeydale Road South)                                                 

on Mondays at 6.30pm  

Contact Michael Minns on 0114 274 7372 

Carers and Toddlers 
Groups 
 

Thurs 10.00am Tots  -  HT                                   
Contact:  Pat Kirbyshaw  -  236 2643 
Frid   10.00am  Carers and      
 Toddlers  - St. J’s 
Contact:  Jeanette Bailey  -  0780 3571 909  

  Come and have a go    

  at……. 
 

INDOOR Carpet 

BOWLS 
 

  Where?       St John’s Church Hall 
 

  When? Thursday afternoon 2—4pm 
 

Beginners welcome! 
 

Contact: Audrey Cutts  236 0613 

          Trefoil Guild 
 

Meets on the third Monday each month 
in the 94 Room at St. John’s at 7.30pm 
 

  Contact: Pat Jackson  281 7557 

 
 
 

Meets on the third Wed in every month at 

2.15pm  in the 94 Room at St. John’s 

Contact:  0114 2747372 

Thursday Lunch Club - 
at St. John’s                            

for the elderly and lonely 
Contact Bob Eastwood     

0114 235 2501 

 

Church Choir   
Practices are currently held at 
9.30am Sunday, i.e. before the       

10am service  
(see calendar p14 for venue!).    

New members welcome                                
 

Contacts: see Music Directors, p2 




